INNER GLOW

THE LUCK OF THE IRISH
NEW! JOIN THE DANCE!

The fiddles start to play, and the
dancers fill the floor, a swirl
of skirts and quick-stepping
feet. A celebration of music
and dance, this fiddle-patterned
dress features a full-circle skirt to
twirl and cross-over bodice, in soft,
substantial knit that moves easily
and never clings. Approx. 46" long.
Imported. Cotton/spandex; machine
wash. Sizes S-XL.
A50188 Fiddle Dress $130

NEW! SPLENDID
SIMPLICITY

Delightfully simple yet
unique, this belt is a perfect
accompaniment to any
outfit. Antiqued brass
ring and knob fasten
fine Italian leather.
1⅛" wide. Sizes
S-XL. Handmade in
Canada. In Caramel
or Black.
B20019 Brass
Ring Belt $59

actual size

The most recognized symbol of Ireland,
the shamrock, here made of the rock
of Ireland itself—Connemara marble
from County Galway. Framed in silver,
this jewelry proclaims your ties to Eire.
Pendant on 18" chain. Made in Ireland.
J10278 Connemara Marble Shamrock Earrings $95
J20183 Connemara Marble Shamrock Pendant $85
SAVE $15! Buy both for $165

Iridescent shell glows in many colors behind filigree
studded with sparkling crystals. Locket pendant with
a sprightly tassel holds two pictures. Chain adjusts
31-34" long.
J20737 Shell Locket with Tassel $27

shown at 3/4
actual size

NEW!
ROSES AND SUNLIGHT

actual size

May your days be filled with bright sunshine and glorious roses. A wish for
the bright days of summer at any time is captured in rose-gold blossoms,
accented with Czech glass beads. Pendant on rose-gold chain is 18".
Handcrafted in USA by Lynn Olander.
J10298 Rose Gold Roses Earrings $70
J20539 Rose Gold Rose Pendant $88

COLORS OF THE
SEASONS

The Tree of Life spreads its
branches before a
multi-hued backing,
reminiscent of
the colors of the
forest through
the seasons. The
“stone” behind
the tree is made of genuine Scottish
heather pressed and colored to form a unique
gemstone; no two are exactly alike. Pendant on 18"
chain; coordinating earrings. Made in Scotland.
J10656 Heathergems Tree of Life Earrings $75
J20656 Heathergems Tree of Life Pendant $65

NEW! WHEREVER
YOU WANDER

Wander your own path, whether
climbing sunlit hills or exploring
new towns. This swingy dress,
knit in rippling bands that
trace meandering paths, is a
comfortable travel companion.
Rounded hem, about 37" long
at longest. Two side pockets.
Polyester/rayon; machine
wash. Made in Nepal; fair
trade. Sizes S/M, L/XL, XXL.
In Juniper or Violet.
A50189 Pathways
Dress $49

NATURE’S SIMPLICITY

actual size

EXCLUSIVE! A single leafy stem—a reminder
of the simple beauty of nature’s forms—twines
around this ring. Tiny flower blooms at the
end, a hidden delight. Tapered comfort-fit
ring of sterling silver, sizes 5-10.
J75001 Rustic Leaf Ring $45

Juniper
Violet

NEW! ARTISAN SPIRIT

Wander the outdoor artisan markets, searching
for the perfect find. Browse all day comfortably in
these woven-leather sandals, with memory
foam insole and traction outsole. Full
grain leather upper, velcro closure.
Sizes 6-10, 11.
B70042 Artisan Woven
Leather Sandals $120
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DRUID PLANT ORACLE

The druids revered certain plants, endowing them
with special meanings. This beautifully illustrated
deck of 36 cards presents many of the most
significant plants—shrubs, flowers, mosses and
others. 144-page guidebook describes the folklore
and mythology of each plant, and explains
ways to use the deck as an oracle
from which you can gain wisdom,
guidance and inspiration. By
Philip and Stephanie CarrGomm; illustrated by Will
Worthington.
M60006 Druid Plant
Oracle $26.95

NEW! CAREFREE
SUMMER

Dance barefoot in the
meadow or dip
your feet in the
pond—this sweet
floral dress speaks
of carefree summers.
Mock-wrap style in crinkled
crepe, features cap sleeves
and lightly ruffled hem; with
elastic waist for comfortable
fit. Lightly ruffled hem.
Approx. 39" long. Imported.
Rayon; hand wash. Sizes S-XL.
A50225 Ruffled Green
Dress with
Flowers $55

WRAPPED ATTENTION

Get all wrapped up in this shimmering
bracelet. Silver chains combine with
brown cord for a bracelet of
rustic elegance. Designed
to wrap three times around
your wrist, fastens with
knotted loop and silvery
button. 23" overall. Triplewraps to fit wrists 7-8½".
J50127 Silvery Wrap
Bracelet $54
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